WORKSHEET HOMEWORK INSTRUCTIONS
Name: ____________________________

Due date: ____________________________

2 quizzes studying for: __________________________________________________________
• 1st priority - must redo any quizzes with an F
• 2nd priority - strongly recommend redo any quizzes with a D- to C+
• 3rd priority - can redo any quizzes with a B- to A• 4th priority - next quiz (or two) with a blank score

Papers needed: Worksheet for each quiz you’re studying for this week, lined paper, staff or piano
paper (for online exercise quizzes) (check the worksheet’s notation activity to see which kind you need)

On top of homework (first sheet of lined paper): Write your name, due date, & which 2 quizzes
you’re doing homework for this week.

Homework Instructions for a Google Quiz:
1) If you haven’t taken this quiz yet, try taking it to see which answers you already know. Afterwards,
click “view my score”, copy the website link, and email yourself the link.
2) On a piece of lined paper, write down all the questions you got wrong from your last quiz attempt,
then use the worksheet to find and write down the correct answers to those questions. Over the week,
write down the correct answers 4 times for an A, 3 times for a B, 2 times for a C, or 1 time for a D.
3) If you happened to not get any wrong when you first tried step #1, write that down in a quick note to
me on a piece of lined paper and turn it in on Friday to get an A on your homework grade for this quiz.

Homework Instructions for an Online Exercise Quiz:
*final score = number correct - number wrong
1) For the worksheet of the OE quiz you’re on, complete the notation activity & do the online exercises
the number of times it says. Use staff/piano paper to write down the notation activity, and lined paper to
write down your score for each online exercise attempt. Complete this 4 times for an A (NA 4x and OE
20x), 3 times for a B (NA 3x and OE 15x), 2 times for a C (NA 2x and OE 10x), and 1 time for a D (NA
1x and OE 5x).
2) During the week, if you get a final score equaling the highest score for that quiz on the choir website
(so 17 for worksheets 2 & 3, or 20 for worksheet 4 etc), you can be done with homework for this quiz for
the week. Take a screenshot of your score and email it to yourself and Mr. Wright (in the email, include
what worksheet quiz the screenshot is for). On your homework, circle this top score on the lined paper
and write a note that you reached the top score and sent me a screenshot. Be sure to still turn that
piece of paper in on Friday to get an A on your homework grade for this quiz.

